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ABSTRACT

Improved blade tip sealing in the high pressure

compressor (HPC) and high pressure turbine (HPT) can

provide dramatic reductions in specific fuel

consumption (SFC), time-on-wing, compressor stall

margin and engine efficiency as well as increased

payload and mission range capabilities. Maintenance

costs to overhaul large commercial gas turbine engines

can easily exceed $1M. Engine removal from service is

primarily due to spent exhaust gas temperature (EGT)

margin caused mainly by the deterioration of HPT

components. Increased blade tip clearance is a major

factor in hot section component degradation. As engine

designs continue to push the performance envelope

with fewer parts and the market drives manufacturers to

increase service life, the need for advanced sealing

continues to grow. A review of aero gas turbine engine

HPT performance degradation and the mechanisms that

promote these losses are discussed. Benefits to the HPT

due to improved clearance management are identified.

Past and present sealing technologies are presented

along with specifications for next generation engine

clearance control systems.

BACKGROUND

Gas path sealing has been and continues to be a

fundamental concern in aircraft gas turbine engines.

Since the late 1960's, blade tip and interstage sealing

has taken on a prominent role in aircraft engine design.

*SeniorResearchAssociate,MemberAIAA

%enior ResearchEngineer,AssociateFellowAIAA

Blade tip sealing has been a challenging problem since

the development of the gas turbine engine. It is such

because the clearance between the blade tips and

surrounding casing (shroud) tends to vary due primarily

to changes in thermal and mechanical loads on the

rotating and stationary structures. This is true for both

land based and aero engines, however tip sealing is

more challenging for the latter due to the frequency of

changes in operating points as well as inertial

(maneuver) and aerodynamic (pressure) loads during

flight. These loads and others will be further explained

in the following sections.

Improved sealing in both the high pressure compressor

(HPC) and high pressure turbine (HPT) can provide

dramatic reductions in specific fuel consumption (SFC),

compressor stall margin and engine efficiency as well

as increased payload and mission range capabilities.

Improved clearance management, especially in the

HPT, can dramatically improve engine service life or

time-on-wing (TOW). Deterioration of exhaust gas

temperature (EGT) margin is the primary reason for

aircraft engine removal from service. 1 The Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA) certifies every aircraft

engine with a certain EGT limit. EGT is used to

indicate how well the HPT is running, specifically, it is

used to estimate HPT disk temperature. As components

degrade and clearances increase (especially in the

HPT), the engine has to work harder (hotter) to develop

the same thrust. Once an engine reaches its EGT limit,

an indication that the HPT disk is reaching its upper

temperature limit, the engine must come off the wing

for maintenance. Maintenance costs for major

overhauls of today's large commercial gas turbine

engines can easily exceed $1M.
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Wearmechanismsof bladetip sealscanbegenerally
categorizedinto threemajorcategories,namely,
rubbing(bladeincursion),erosion,andthermalfatigue.
Withtheadvancesinmaterialprocessingandcoatings,
thethirdcategoryisoflittleconcernincomparisonto
therubsanderosion,providedpropercoolingof the
shroudandbladetipsis maintained.Coolingcanbe
compromisedby wear,erosion,andfoulingof the
bladesdueto blockageanddistortionof cooling
passages.Althougherosionisamajorcomponentoftip
sealwear,thecausesbehinderosionarebeyondthe
scopeofthepresentworkandtheauthorshavefocused
theirattentionontipsealdegradationduetobladerubs.
Bladerubsareexpectedtooccurthroughouttheservice
lifeof anengine.Enginebuildclearancesarein fact
chosento achievesomeamountof bladeincursionat
extremeoperatingconditions(e.g.,takeoff,re-accel)
suchthatthetipsealswillbehonedtooperateline-to-
linewhenthoseconditionsarerepeatedaftertheengine
hasbeen"run-in."Rubscanalsocontributeto
acceleratingtheeffectsof botherosionandthermal
fatigueby wearingprotectivecoatings(e.g.,thermal
barriercoatings)ordistortingcoolingpassagesof the
bladetipsduringanincursionevent.

Theinterestofthisworkis concentratedonbladetip
clearancemanagementin theHPT.Thisis thelocation
thatreapsthemostbenefits(e.g.,efficiency,service
life) fromclearancemanagement,althoughtheHPC
canalsoattainlargegains(e.g.,stability,stallmargin).
Kaweckireportedonastudyto assessthebenefitsof
improvedtip sealingfor bothmilitaryfighter(low
bypassratio) and transport(highbypassratio)
applications.2Hedeterminedbenefitsin lifecyclecosts
(LCC)foralargenumberofclearancecontrolschemes
consideringacquisitioncost,maintenance,reliability,
weight,and fuel savings.Kaweckishowedthat
improvedtip clearancesin theHPTresultedin LCC
reductionsfourtimesthatfortheLPTandtwicethatof
theHPC.Healsodeterminedthatthebenefitsforthe
transportaircraftweretwicethatofthefighteraircraft.

Therehavebeenanumberofgovernment,military,and
commerciallysponsoredresearchprogramsto define
andquantifygasturbineenginedeteriorationandto
quantifytheperformancelossesassociatedwithsuch
deterioration.OlssonandMartinreportedon flight
loadsandtheireffectsonperformancedeteriorationofa
Pratt&WhitneyJT9Djetengineduetoincreasedblade
to outer-air-sealrunningclearances.3 Engineflight
loadsandtheireffectsonclearanceandperformance
weremeasuredinboththefanandHPTsections.

Researchersfoundthatof thethreetypesof flight
loads,aerodynamic,inertialandgyroscopic,only
aerodynamicandinertialloadsplayedamajorrolein
engineperformance.Theseloadscontributedmostlyto
fanclearanceclosuresthatoccurredattakeoffrotation
duringmaximumangleof attack.However,the
combinationof aerodynamicloads,thrustbendingand
thermalexpansionduringclimbcontributedto the
minimumclearanceintheHPT.Theauthorsalsonoted
thathigh"G"turnsandmaneuversincombinationwith
highpoweroperationandaerodynamicloadsalso
contributedto HPTclearanceclosure.Howardand
Fashingreportedonperformancedegradationdueto
increasedairfoiltip radialclearanceandstatorout-of-
roundnesseffectsin a GeneralElectricCF6-50jet
engineduringanengineteststandstudy.4Investigators
measuredHPT tip clearanceand statorout-of-
roundnessduringbothsteadystateandtransient
operation.Clearancechangesduetothrottletransients
suchastakeoff,decel,reburst,andrestartwereobtained
duringgroundtesting.

MECHANISMS OF HPT TIP

CLEARANCE VARIATION

Figure 1 shows the HPT blade tip seal location in a

modern gas turbine engine. 5 The figure shows a cross

section of the combustor and two-stage HPT. The

turbine disk, blade, and tip seal of the first-stage turbine

are labeled. Blade tip or outer air seals line the inside of

the stationary case forming a shroud around the rotating

blades, limiting the gas that spills over the tips. Blade

tip clearance, as mentioned previously, varies over the

operating points of the engine. The mechanisms behind

these clearance variations come from the displacement

or distortion of both static and rotating components of

the engine due to a number of loads on these

components. The loads can be separated into two

categories, namely engine (power-induced) loads and

flight loads. Engine loads include centrifugal, thermal,

internal engine pressure, and thrust loads. Flight loads

include inertial (gravitational), aerodynamic (external

pressure), and gyroscopic loads. Engine loads can

produce both axisymmetric and asymmetric clearance

changes (see Figures 2 and 3). Flight loads produce

asymmetric clearance changes.

AXISYMMETRIC CLEARANCE

CHANGES

Axisymmetric clearance changes are due to uniform

loading (centrifugal, thermal, internal pressure) on the

stationary or rotating structures that create uniform

radial displacement as shown in Figure 2. Centrifugal

and thermal loads are responsible for the largest radial

variations in tip clearance. Centrifugal loads produce

NASA/TM 2002-211794 2



flanges are heated and

cooled by impingement

fan or compressor air

HPT blade tip seal ..._\

CDP

HPT blade

Figure 1: HPT blade tip seal location in a modem gas turbine engine 5

Figure 2: Axisymmetric clearance change Figure 3: Asymmetric clearance change
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axisymmetric clearance changes by causing the rotor to

expand or contract during changes in engine

acceleration. Thermal loads produce both axisymmetric

and asymmetric clearance changes due to the thermal

expansion/contraction of the stationary and rotating

structures and how uniformly these parts are heated or

cooled. Because of large diameter bladed disks (over 36

in) and shrouds, the extreme variations in rotational

speeds (over 10 krpm) and temperatures (over 2500 °F)

create large displacements of these structures.

Figure 4 shows HPT tip clearance and speed as a

function of time for a given mission profile due to

axisymmetric loads. The major operating points

throughout the mission profile have been labeled,

namely takeoff, cruise, decel, and re-accel. The chart

illustrates the response of the rotor and case due to

changes in engine speed and temperature as well as the

need for cold build clearances in an engine.

Axisymmetric clearance changes over 0.030-in are not

uncommon during takeoff and re-accel events in large

commercial engines (these clearance changes are even

greater when flight induced asymmetric loads are

included, as will be discussed in the next section).

Clearance changes in military engines can be even

greater due to the need for increased performance with

less concern for efficiency. As a cold engine is started,

a certain amount of clearance exists between the shroud

and blade tips. This clearance is rapidly diminished as

the engine speed is increased for takeoff due to the

centrifugal load on the rotor as well as the rapid heating

of the turbine blades, causing the rotating components

to grow radially outward. Meanwhile, the case expands

due to heating but at a much slower rate. This

phenomenon can produce a minimum gap or "pinch

point". As the case expands due to heating after the

pinch point, the clearance increases. Shortly after the

case expansion, the rotor begins to heat up (at a much

slower rate than the case due to its mass) and the

clearance closes again. As the engine approaches the

cruise condition, the case and rotor reach thermal

equilibrium and the tip clearance remains relatively

constant. However, throttle transients that occur, such

as a step change in altitude (i.e., collision avoidance),

during cruise will change the tip clearance and must be

accounted for when setting the design cruise clearance

to avoid running the blades into the case. When the

engine is decelerated (e.g., landing approach), the

clearance is rapidly increased due to the mechanical

unloading of the rotor and blades and the thermal lag of

the case as it cools. If the engine is spooled up for the

aircraft to climb or make an evasive maneuver, after

being in a decelerated condition, such as an aborted

landing, a second pinch point can occur. This scenario

is termed a re-accel or re-burst event. In this case, the

centrifugal growth of the rotating components is

compounded by the thermal states of the rotor and

stator. The larger thermal mass of the rotor cools much

slower than the case, which contracts more rapidly

around the blade tips. This situation can lead to even

less clearance than during takeoff and may thus set the

cold build clearance. The re-accel effect can also occur

when reverse thrust is applied to slow the aircraft after

landing. The power used with reverse thrust approaches

that used for takeoff with again less remaining

clearance due to the elevated rotor temperature.

Figure 4 shows two key concepts behind active

clearance control (ACC). It is desired to lower the

operating clearance during cruise. This is where the

greatest reduction in SFC can be gained (longest part of

the flight profile). On the other hand, it is desired to

open the clearance during the pinch point conditions to

avoid rubs (minimal clearance must be maintained at

takeoff to ensure thrust generation as well as keeping

EGT below its limit). Hence, the goal of ACC is to

maintain minimal clearance while avoiding rubs over

the entire flight profile.

Possibly the worst-case re-accel scenario occurs during

an in-flight shutdown (stopcock) followed by a restart

or relight. This event is required during aircraft

acceptance testing, where the engine is shut down at

altitude followed by a dwell time during which the

engine continues to rotate (windmill) due to the

aircraft's forward momentum and is finally restarted

and accelerated back to the power setting from which

the engine had been shut down. Because the engine is

shut down, not just decelerated, the case cools even

more than a normal re-accel scenario, albeit the

centrifugal effects on the rotor are much less due to the

decreased speed (windmill speeds are less than ground

idle). Restarting and then accelerating the engine may
create more clearance closure than a takeoff condition

due to the reduced temperatures of both the case and

rotor. This is of course dependent on the dwell time

before restarting the engine. Figure 5 shows engine test

stand HPT clearance data for a GE CF6-50 during a

stopcock event. 4 Clearance change and core speed are

shown as a function of time as core speed is cut from

cruise power, restarted after a three-minute dwell time

and brought back to a ground idle power setting. The

chart shows a 0.037-in increase in clearance due to the

9-krpm reduction in core speed and HPT blade cooling

effects. During the three-minute dwell period, the case

begins to cool and contract around the blade tips,

closing the clearance about 0.020-in. As the engine is

restarted and brought to ground idle, the 6-krpm

NASA/TM 2002-211794 4
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increaseincorespeedandheatingoftheHPTblades
producesa closureof approximately0.034-inand
reducestheclearanceabout0.015-infromwhatit was
at the cruisecondition.Obviously,if the cruise
clearanceweresetbelow0.015-in,arubwouldhave
occurred.

ASYMMETRIC CLEARANCE CHANGES

Asymmetric clearance changes are due to non-uniform

loading (thermal, thrust, inertial, and aerodynamic)

usually on the stationary structures that create non-

uniform radial displacement as shown in Figure 3.

Distortion of the case due to non-uniform heating can

cause the case or shroud to open clearances along a

section or sections of the circumference while reducing

them at others (e.g., ovalization). Asymmetric distortion

of the case also comes from aerodynamic, thrust and

maneuver loads (Figure 6). Because engines are not

mounted to the aircraft on their centerlines (Figure 6a),

aerodynamic and thrust load reactions create an applied

moment on the case that causes the structure to bend

relative to the rotor. Aerodynamic loads on the inlet

cowl create shear forces and bending moments on the

fan case that can carry through the engine, deflecting

the cases throughout. These loads are created by the

bending of the air stream entering the fan inlet and are

thus dependent on fan airflow, inlet angle of attack, and

aircraft speed (see Figure 6b). Aerodynamic loads are

greatest just after takeoff rotation when the inlet angle

of attack is most extreme. Aerodynamic loads during

takeoff will generally act to distort the case such that

closure occurs near the bottom center of the engine

(i.e., the six o'clock position). Thrust loads also

contribute to case distortion in a phenomenon

commonly known as backbone bending. During

takeoff, thrust loads create a downward pitch moment

causing clearances to open towards the top of the

engine while closing at the bottom, as shown in Figure

6c. The opposite is true during reverse thrust, where

now the pitching moment is up, closing clearances at

the top and opening at the bottom. Olsson and Martin

reported that typical backbone bending for the JT9D

engine causes the front flange of the fan case to deflect

upward more than the front section of the low speed

rotor while the back end of the high speed rotor deflects

downward more than the rear section of the core cases. 3

Figure 7 shows the HPT clearance flight data presented

by Olsson and Martin for the JT9D engine during

takeoff. 3 Both HPT tip clearance change relative to

ground idle conditions and core rotor speed are shown

as a function of time during takeoff and low climb. The

four clearance probe locations are shown schematically

as viewed looking forward through the HPT. The chart

clearly indicates minimum clearance to be located at

about the five o'clock position of the HPT. The figure

shows both the axisymmetric and asymmetric clearance

changes due to engine and flight loads. Initially closure

is due to the centrifugal effect with engine acceleration.

As the engine continues acceleration to takeoff power,

clearances begin to open axisymmetrically due to

heating of the case but soon close along the bottom half

of the HPT and increase along the top half due to the

increasing thrust load on the engine. The asymmetric

effect on clearance closure is further increased by the

aerodynamic pressure loads on the inlet cowl, which

transmit back to the HPT during climb. Figure 7 shows

that the aerodynamic effects are most intense (steepest

slope) just after takeoff rotation when the angle of

attack is greatest and begin to decrease after low climb

as this angle decreases. The maximum closure relative

to ground idle appears to be about 0.055-in occurring

after low climb at about the five o'clock position of the

HPT.

Table 1 shows the axisymmetric and asymmetric HPT

closure data for the JT9D engine at the six o'clock

position that was tabulated by Olsson and Martin. 3 The

table highlights the combination of engine (speed,

thermal, thrust) and flight (aerodynamic and inertial)

loads on the higher closure events such as climb, in-

flight restart, and thrust reverse as well as maneuver

loads of hard turns and airplane stall. The most

significant clearance changes are due axisymmetric

effects of speed and blade heating. The highest total

closure events occurred during climb after takeoff and a

2-G turn maneuver. Table 1 also indicates that thrust

and flight load induced closures are of comparable

magnitudes.

Transient dynamic loads can also occur during both

aerodynamic and inertial loading conditions due to

gusts and events like hard landings. Gusts affect both

aerodynamic and inertia loads. Aerodynamic loads are

derived from the change of inlet angle of attack

associated with the gust component of the relative

wind. Gusts or turbulence produce dynamic inertial

loads due to the motion response of the structure to the

gust. Figure 8 shows HPT clearance change during a

hard landing and thrust reverse of a JT9D as reported

by Olsson and Martin. 3 The landing, which had a sink

rate of 5 ft/s and a gross weight of 690,000 lbf (much

higher than revenue service), had virtually no effect on

HPT clearance change. Closure is evident during the

reverse thrust event. Backbone bending is shown to

have the opposite effect as that during takeoff in Figure

8 as the clearance closures in the top half (0.040-in) of

the HPT are greater than those in the bottom half

(0.020-in). Olsson and Martin reported that no gust

NASA/TM 2002-211794 6
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loads were experienced during the flight loads testing of

the JT9D engine. However, they did estimate that a

worst-case gust scenario on the engine would produce

an equivalent aerodynamic load less than one-half that

experienced during takeoff with no significant

contribution to HPT closure.

ENGINE THERMAL STATE

Engine temperatures play a huge role in determining the

operational clearances. One can imagine, referring back

to Figure 4, if the generalized data is for a cold engine

start, the takeoff pinch point would be lower for a hot

engine at takeoff where the rotor is larger due to its

greater thermal mass as compared to the case. Thus,

proper cooling time is generally allotted before an

aircraft can takeoff with hot engines. Another thermal

factor that can affect engine clearances is a

phenomenon known as bowed rotor starts. Shortly after

engine shutdown, heat begins to build up in the top

portion of the engine due to the heat retained in the

engine components and lack of venting for this trapped

heat. This so-called ""chimney effect" can deflect (bow)

the low and high-pressure shafts due to the diametral

temperature gradient. The maximum deflection

generally occurs between 1 to 2 hours after engine

shutdown. Thus, if an aircraft's engines are restarted

during that period, a bowed rotor start can occur that

could create a rub condition along with rotor dynamic

issues. Bowed rotor starts have been known to actually

lockup the low-pressure shaft due to the LPT blade

interference with the LPT shroud.

OTHER MECHANISMS

Rotor dynamics generally do not play a large role in

HPT tip clearance variations. Bearing clearances,

locations and shaft designs minimize shaft deflection

and operating speeds are kept well below rotor criticals.

Manufacturing tolerances of both blade length and

casing roundness also contribute little to HPT clearance

variations. Dynamics (bearing clearances) and

manufacturing tolerances (i.e., shroud roundness, blade

length variation) generally add less than 0.010-in to

radial clearance variation.

Although there is a fair amount of axial growth due to

thermal loading of the rotor, it does not contribute to

HPT tip clearance variation. This effect is much greater

in conical shaped sections such as the low-pressure

turbine (LPT).

BENEFITS OF REDUCED TIP

CLEARANCE

Gas turbine performance, efficiency, and life are

directly influenced by blade tip clearance. Tighter blade

tip clearances reduce air leakage over the blade tips.

This increases turbine efficiency and permits the engine

to meet performance and thrust goals with less fuel

burn and lower rotor inlet temperatures. Because the

turbine runs at lower temperatures, while producing the

same work, hot section components would have

increased cycle life. The increased cycle life of hot

section components increases engine service life

(TOW) by increasing the time between overhauls.

FUEL SAVINGS

Engine SFC and EGT are directly related to HPT blade

tip clearances. Wiseman et al., indicate that for every

0.001-in increase in HPT tip clearance, SFC increases

approximately 0.1%, while EGT increases 1 °C.1 Thus,

a 0.010-in HPT tip clearance decrease would roughly

produce a 1% decrease in SFC and a 10-°C decrease in

EGT. Military engines generally show slightly greater

HPT tip clearance influence on SFC and EGT due to

their higher operating speeds and temperatures over

large commercial engines. Improvements of this

magnitude would produce huge savings in annual fuel

and engine maintenance costs. Figure 9 shows the U.S.

carrier's fuel usage for the last 25 years along with

projected averages for the next 24 years. 6 Also shown is

the projected fuel cost savings based on a 1% reduction

in fuel use, assuming the 2001 average fuel price. The

figure shows a significant yearly savings of $160M for

the year 2002 alone due only to a modest 1% reduction

in SFC. Tip clearance closures of 0.015-in that are

conceivable for advanced ACC systems would further

increase the savings. It must also be noted that

significant improvements in engine technology have

reduced fuel burn by over 50% since 1976. 7 The data

used in Figure 9 represents the total fuel consumption

by maj or, national and large regional carriers and thus

accounts for the increase in fleet size and use of those

carriers.

REDUCED EMISSIONS

Reducing fuel consumption also reduces aero engine

total emissions. The Rocky Mountain Institute

estimates that Americans alone now fly 764 million

trips per year (2.85 airline trips per person). The energy

used by commercial aircraft has nearly doubled over the

last three decades. The increased fuel consumption

accounts for 13% of the total transportation sector

emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2). s Modem aero

engine emissions are made up of over 71% CO2 with

about 28% water (H20) and 0.3% nitrogen oxide (NO2)

along with trace amounts of carbon monoxide (CO),

sulfur dioxide (SO2), etc. Air transport accounts for

2.5% (600 million tones) of the world's CO2

Production. 7 Clearly a reduction in fuel bum will

significantly reduce aero engine emissions.
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Figure 9: Past and projected fuel use and projected cost savings for a 1% reduction in SFC (U.S. carriers)

EXTENDED SERVICE LIFE

Current large commercial engines have life cycles (time

between overhauls) that vary significantly (e.g., 3,000

to 10,000 cycles). Their cycle lives are basically

determined by how long they retain a positive EGT

margin. New engines or newly overhauled engines are

shipped with a certain cold build clearance. This

clearance increases with time due primarily to rubs

early in the engine's life 3' 9. Martin reported a 1% loss

estimate in engine performance due to clearance

changes that occurs during the production flight test

acceptance profile 9. As the engine operating clearances

increase, the engine must work harder (hotter) to

produce the same work and is therefore, less efficient.

This increase in operating temperature, particularly

takeoff EGT, further promotes the degradation of hot

section components due to thermal fatigue. Retaining

engine takeoff EGT margin by maintaining tight tip

clearances and either eliminating rubs or compensating

for them can dramatically increase engine cycle life.

This could also lead to huge savings in engine

maintenance over a period of years due to the large

overhaul costs.

HPT BLADE TIP CLEARANCE

MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS AND

REQUIREMENTS

Tip clearance management can generally be categorized

by two control schemes, active clearance control (ACC)

and passive clearance control (PCC). PCC is defined

here as any system that sets the desired clearance at one

operating point, namely the most severe transient

condition (e.g., takeoff, reburst, maneuver, etc.). ACC,

on the other hand, is any system that allows

independent setting of a desired clearance at more than

one operating point. The problem with PCC systems is

that the minimum clearance (pinch point) that the

system must accommodate leaves an undesired larger

clearance during the much longer, steady state portion

of the flight (i.e., cruise). PCC systems have been (and

still are) used on gas turbine engines. PCC systems

include better matching of rotor and stator growth

throughout the flight profile, the use of abradables to

limit blade tip wear, the use of stiffer materials and

machining techniques to limit or create distortion of

static components to maintain or improve shroud

roundness at extreme conditions, etc. Engine
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manufacturersbeganusingthermalACCsystemsinthe
late 1970'sandearly1980's.5'1°'11Thesesystems
utilizedfanairto coolthesupportflangesoftheHPT
case,reducingthecaseandshrouddiameters,andhence
bladetipclearance,duringcruiseconditions(seeFigure
1).Thesesystemshavegenerallybeenconfinedtothe
HPTandLPTsections.AlthoughsomeACCdesign
andproductionworkhasbeenimplementedfor the
HPCsection5,to theauthor'sknowledge,noengines
areflyingusingACCinthecompressorsection.

CLEARANCE CONTROL CONCEPTS

PCC and ACC concepts are not in short supply. There

are well over one hundred U.S. patents describing

turbine engine blade tip clearance control. Most of the

patented concepts can generally be grouped into five

major categories, active thermal, active mechanical,

passive thermal, active pneumatic, and passive

pneumatic.

ACTIVE THERMAL

Current active thermal designs utilize compressor and

fan air to respectively heat (expand) or cool (contract)

the shroud seal segment support to vary tip clearance. 12

These concepts have of course been and remain the

staple technology for clearance control in modern gas

turbine engines. Figure 1 shows an example of such a

system. These systems however are still limited by slow

thermal response and therefore do not allow for Rtrther

closure gains during cruise. Improvements to these

systems include the use of more thermally efficient

materials and geometries. Ciokajlo 13 presents a novel

approach in which the seal segments are attached to a

thermally efficient channel structure that is cooled

inside and decoupled from the massive case flange

structures enabling a much more responsive ACC

system.

ACTIVE MECHANICAL

Active mechanical designs combine linkages and some

actuation (hydraulic, electro-mechanical, magnetic,

etc.) to vary the tip clearance. An example of this type

of system is a segmented shroud with its segments

connected to a unison ring via linkages attached to

radially oriented posts (spokes), such that when the ring

is rotated in one direction or the other, the segments

move radially inward or outward together. 14 These

systems generally require actuation through the case

due to the lack of current high temperature actuator

capabilities. This requirement subjects these designs to

secondary sealing issues, tolerance stack ups due to the

number of linkages used, as well as increased weight

and mechanical complexity. While these issues may all

be overcome, the biggest issue is positioning control.

Currently there are no clearance measuring sensors that

can reliably survive the operating temperatures and

vibration levels at the tip seal location for extended

periods of time (over 50 hours). This problem may be

overcome with improved high temperature sensing

electronics that are currently being developed.

PASSIVE THERMAL

Passive thermal systems rely on material properties and

engine operating temperatures to match rotor and stator

growths. These approaches are generally used on

today's smaller engines. Carpenter et al., _5 describe a

system which combines stator materials with different

coefficients of thermal expansion to allow faster growth

of the shroud at lower temperatures to better match the

centrifugal growth of the rotor (during takeoff while the

case is still heating) and slower growths at higher

temperatures (during climb when the rotor is only

growing due to thermal effects). To the authors'

knowledge, this type of PCC is not currently being used

on any engines. While passive thermal systems may be

accurate and reliable, they will only provide optimum

clearance for the minimum clearance condition

(takeoff, maneuver, etc.) and do not capitalize on the

longer stabilized cruise condition of the flight profile.

ACTIVE PNEUMATIC

Active pneumatic concepts utilize internally generated

engine pressure or externally generated pressure and

valving to load deflectable, sealed shroud segments

directly or through some bellows arrangement to

radially vary tip clearance. _6 These systems can be

subject to high cycle fatigue (HCF) and are very

sensitive to pressure balancing. They can require a great

deal of system pressure or auxiliary pressure sources,

which would detract from engine efficiency.

PASSIVE PNEUMATIC

Passive pneumatic systems are driven by engine

generated gas pressures or hydrodynamic effects.

Concepts such as floating shroud segments _7and blade

tip cooling air discharge _s fall into this category. Any

systems relying on hydrodynamic generated force are

subject to very limited surface area (blade tips),

extremely high positioning and alignment tolerance

requirements, friction and secondary seal hang-up that

make these concepts very unattractive. Pneumatic

systems that rely on flexible walls or bellows

arrangements are subject to HCF from the flexing and

thinness of materials that their operation requires, not

too mention high vibration, thermal and pressure

loading stresses that the components must endure in the

HPT environment.
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REGENERATION

The previously mentioned clearance control concepts

all dealt with passive or active variations to blade tip

clearance with the intent of maintaining some clearance

at all operating conditions as to avoid blade rubs.

Another clearance control category exists which is

recognized separately from the "rub-avoidance" type

approaches. This is the category of tip seal restoration

or regeneration. Concepts in this category utilize both

passive and active control to restore deteriorated tip

seals due to rubs and erosion. Examples of these

concepts include mechanically adjusted linkages that

allow for ground maintenance of tip seal restoration and

seal material systems that undergo permanent volume

changes.

Mechanical restoration concepts are subject to the same

tolerance issues as the active mechanical designs.

Secondary sealing may not be as big an issue because

these systems don't provide clearance adjustment

during flight operation. There is still a weight issue with

the additional hardware, although the actuation driver is

no longer part of the system. The major issue with this

concept is the accessibility of the adjusting

mechanism(s) for routine ground maintenance.

Regenerative seal concepts are envisioned to utilize

specially engineered material systems that undergo

permanent volume changes (growth) due to thermal,

chemical, electrical interactions (e.g., oxidation19).

These systems have the potential for operating in the

HPT and utilizing the environment (temperature, air,

etc.) for passive control. These systems also have the

potential for active control (chemical reactions can be

accelerated and decelerated due to electric potential, 2°

additives, temperature, etc.). Regenerative systems are

subject to uniformity issues (i.e., how uniformly does

the material grow around the circumference),

directional issues (i.e., the system should grow radially

not axially), as well as strength, and growth limit issues.

Another concern for any restoration system is

controlling growth to prevent excessive blade wear.

ACC REQUIREMENTS

For any of the previously mentioned clearance

management concepts to be viable in a commercial or

military gas turbine engine many technical and

economical requirements must be met. Technical

requirements are defined here as operational conditions

(temperature, pressure, vibration, etc.) and operational

functionality (radial clearance change, response rate,

cycle life, positional accuracy, concentricity, ability to

maintain shroud roundness, output force, etc.).

Economic requirements include size (space claim),

weight, manufacturability, maintenance, reliability, and

material cost.

ACTUATION RANGE, RESPONSE

RATE AND ACCURACY

The largest HPT tip clearance variations, as shown

previously, are due to centrifugal growth of the rotor

during takeoff and reburst conditions. Maximum tip

clearance changes due to axisymmetric and asymmetric

loads on the rotor and stator components are on the

order of 0.050-in. The FAA requires that gas turbine

engines have the ability to reach 95% rated takeoff

power from flight idle (or from 15% rated takeoff

power) in 5.0 seconds. 21 In general, this requirement

sets a limiting case of maximum displacement and

minimum response time for actuation systems to be

used as ACC. Assuming a maximum clearance change

of 0.050-in, this would require actuation systems that

can provide radial clearance change on the order of

0.010-in/s. These response rates would obviously

exclude faster dynamic clearance changes (i.e., once per

revolution events).

Positional and dimensional accuracy is extremely

important in a gas turbine engine. Sealing and rotor

dynamic issues depend on high manufacturing and

assembly tolerances. Any mechanical ACC system that

is attempting to control tip clearances to within 0.010-in

or better must be precisely designed. Linkage and

device tolerances, large temperature variations, high

vibrations, and significant loads present design

challenges in reaching positional accuracy goals.

Current thermal cooling ACC systems in general do not

close cruise clearances below 0.015 to 0.020-in. This is

due to the margin of safety required by the slow system

response in the event of throttle transients (e.g., step

change in altitude) or maneuvers at cruise. Thus,

significant potential exists for reduced HPT clearances

using faster response ACC systems.

ACTUATOR FORCE

The backside of the HPT shroud (blade outer-air-seal)

is generally cooled with compressor discharge air (T 3

air: 1200 to 1300 °F). This cooling is necessary for the

shroud segments to survive the 2500 °F and higher rotor

inlet gas temperatures. The cooling air is also used to

purge the leading and trailing edges of the shroud

segments, providing a positive back-flow margin from

the hot rotor inlet flow. This cooling flow is shown in

Figure 10 for the first stage shroud of a two-stage HPT.

The pressures surrounding the shroud segment can be

expressed as a function of the compressor discharge

pressure (P3). Pressure inside the HPT shroud varies

axially due to the work extracted by the turbine blades.
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Figure10:AxialpressuredistributionacrossHPTbladetipsealcrosssection

For largecommercialengines,thepressureof the
coolingairbehindtheshroudisabout60to80%ofthe
compressordischargepressure(CDP).Pressurein the
tipclearanceregionvariesaxiallyfromtheleadingto
thetrailingedgeoftheshroudabout70to30%ofthe
CDP,respectively.To maintaina positivebackflow
marginfromtherotorinletair,thecoolingpressureon
thebacksideoftheshroudmustalwaysbehigherthan
therotor inletside.Theradialpressuredifference
acrosstheshroudcreatesa loadinwardto theshaft
centerline.AnACCsystemmustbeableto overcome
thisloadaswellastheresultantmomentcreatedbythe
non-uniformaxialpressuredistribution.Assumethe
averagepressuredropacrosstheHPTshroudofalarge
2-stageturbofanengineisabout120psi.Fora30-in
shroudinnerdiameter,2-inwide,a 120-psiaverage
pressuredropacrossthe shrouddiameterwould
producea forceof about240lbf/inontheshroud
diameter.If theshroudweremadeof 16segments,
approximately6-inlong,thispressuredifferencewould
translateto 1,440lbf persegment.Positioningthe
shroudsegmentsinthepresenceofthesepressureloads
totherequiredaccuracy(e.g.,<0.005-in) poses some

unique design challenges. Therefore care must be used

in choosing the proper actuation mechanism in an ACC

design.

THERMAL ENVIRONMENT

HPT rotor inlet gas temperatures range from 2000 to

3000 °F. The use of advanced high temperature alloys,

ceramics, and thermal barrier coatings have allowed

current turbines to run at these higher temperatures.

HPT shrouds must be cooled, as previously mentioned.

The backsides of the shroud are cooled with CDP air

(T3), which generally ranges in temperature from 1200

to 1300 °F. These temperatures severely limit the

material choices that can be used in this environment.

The casing that surrounds the shroud can have metal

temperatures over 700 °F during takeoff conditions for

large engines. Air temperatures outside the casing may

be 100 to 300 °F and can obviously be used to cool

actuators mounted outside the HPT casing. However,

great care must be taken to ensure positioning

tolerances due to extended linkages and secondary

sealing issues do not negate the benefits of cooler

temperatures outside the casing.

ACC ACTUATORS

There have been major developments in the areas of

advanced actuators and smart materials in the last

twenty years. Piezoelectric actuators and sensors have

found many applications from miniature motors for

optical positioning to active twist control for helicopter
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rotorblades.Shapememoryalloyshaveundergone
majorimprovementsin designcapabilitiesandcycle
life. Howeverthesesystemsandmaterialsdonot
currentlypossessthetemperaturecapabilityto be
consideredfordirectuseinsidetheHPTwithoutmajor
coolingschemes.Actuationofhightemperaturemetals
via thermalexpansion/contractionprovidesa very
reliable,accurate,andpredictablesystemalbeitfairly
slowresponse.Theresponsecanofcoursebeimproved
withmorethermallyefficientmaterialsandgeometries,
howevercaremustbetakento ensurethatstructural
integrityisnotcompromised.Hydraulicactuationhas
alsobeenreliablyusedingasturbineengines.Fuelis
currentlyusedforvalveactuation(fuel,startbleed,and
cooling)andactuationof fanandcompressorinlet
guidevanes.22Militaryengineswiththrustvectoring
andareacontrolexhaustnozzlesalsoutilizehigh-
pressurefuel(3500psi)foractuation.Obviously,great
caremustbe takenwhendesigningfuel-powered
hydraulicsystemsto preventbothignitionandfuel
depositsduetohighambienttemperatures.

ACC CONTROL

In general, three classifications of control schemes have

been considered for tip clearance management, namely

on/off, model-based, and feedback control. On/off

control provides two-position actuation that can be

optimized at only one operating point. This concept is

widely used in current ACC systems because of the

limited clearance variation during cruise. Kawecki

reported that for military transport aircraft, nearly 89%

of the fuel and 93% of the time is spent at cruise in

comparison to a fighter aircraft where cruise was

responsible for 69% of the fuel burned and 75% of the

mission time. 2 Thus, nearly all of the benefit available

during a flight can be achieved with a single closedown.

However, this does not account for detrimental

clearance changes during operating transients. Model-

based control utilizes engine-operating information

(i.e., speed, temperature, and pressure measurements) to

estimate clearance as a function of operating conditions.

This control scheme allows the clearance to be set at

more than one operating point. Model-based systems

require the clearances to be held at some intermediate

position depending on the operating point. Feedback

control assumes that the clearance is continuously

measured throughout the flight. This control scheme

also requires high positional accuracy with little

hysteresis.

FAILSAFE OPERATION

Any system that can affect the operation of the engine

must be failsafe. For ACC systems, if adequate

clearance is not maintained during any portion of

engine operation, significant damage to shrouds and

rotor components may result. This may not only

counter-act the effect of the ACC system (improved

SFC, increased engine life, etc.) but could also create an

in-flight engine failure if closure is severe enough.

Therefore any system must guarantee that such

catastrophic events could not occur. Sensor and actuator

redundancy, biased clearance opening, and ACC system

health monitoring are techniques that can be used to

achieve failsafe operation.

TIP CLEARANCE SENSORS

Researchers and engine manufacturers have been using

blade tip sensors for tip clearance and blade vibration

measurement for over 30 years. Many different

technologies have been utilized for this purpose

including x-ray, capacitive, inductive, optical, eddy-

current, microwave, and acoustic. Typical blade

passage sensors provide the ability to measure blade tip

clearance and time of arrival. Flotow, et. al, provide a

detailed review of blade sensing technology as well as

how the blade passage signal can be interpreted for

rotor and blade health monitoring. 23

Tip clearance measurement may be required for any

ACC systems that are to improve upon and replace the

current technology. The sensors should have accuracy

on the order of 0.001-in. The sensors must have

accuracies well below the inherent engine and ACC

system tolerance stack ups so as not to detract from the

ACC system. Sensor response requirements will vary

depending on the desired measurement (clearance

measurement, blade health, etc.). For clearance

measurement, sensor response should be on the order of

50kHz. This response will allow multiple clearance

measurements per blade for large engines. Sensors and

communication hardware will have to be durable with

long service life (e.g., over 20,000 flight hours). This

requires high temperature capability (or adequate

cooling schemes), high vibration and impact tolerance.

Due to the engine environment, sensors should be

tolerant to moisture, dirt or combustion products in the

gas stream. Sensors must be easily maintained with the

ability to be calibrated or replaced at regularly

scheduled intervals that are already determined by other

unrelated engine components.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The authors are currently investigating two approaches

for tip clearance management. The first approach is

rub-avoidance, where an ACC system would be utilized

to maintain adequate blade tip clearance at all operating

points using feedback and or model-based control. The

second approach, regeneration, would employ either a

passive or active system that would restore worn tip
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Cycles

Figure11:Effectof rub-avoidance and regeneration ACC schemes on takeoff EGT

seals due to both blade rubs and erosion. Figure 11

graphically depicts how both the rub-avoidance and

regeneration systems would extend engine service life

by slowing the rate of takeoff EGT growth as compared

to current ACC systems. The rub-avoidance systems

under consideration would prevent tip seal wear due to

blade rubs and could conceivably adjust tip clearances

to compensate for erosion throughout engine service

life. Although pinch point clearances may run slightly

larger than current ACC systems, which generally run

line-to-line, due to system tolerances (manufacturing,

assembly, operation, etc.), the rate of EGT rise would

decrease because the operating clearance outside the

pinch points would be tighter than current ACC

systems. Regeneration schemes could be applied to

both current and future ACC systems. Figure 11 depicts

their benefits as applied to current ACC technology,

where periodically (e.g., at 1000 cycle intervals) the

system would be activated during routine ground

servicing, restoring worn tip clearances and hence,

lowering takeoff EGT. The authors believe that either

of these approaches, if properly developed, would

extend engine service life by 1000 cycles or more. It is

worth noting that Figure 11 does show EGT eventually

reaching the FAA certified limit for current ACC as

well as the rub-avoidance and regeneration approaches.

As previously mentioned, other factors (blade wear,

HPC blade fouling, LPT tip seal wear, etc.) contribute

to engine performance losses and hence EGT increase.

CONCLUSIONS

HPT performance degradation begins early in a new or

refurbished engine, usually in the first few flights of

operation. The initial degradation comes from blade tip

seal wear due to combinations of axisymmetric and

asymmetric clearance closure mechanisms that are not

encountered during ground test stand operation. This

initial wear can account for losses in HTP performance

of 1% or more. The increased tip clearance accelerates

effects of low cycle fatigue and erosion due to

increased temperatures in the HPT and degrades EGT

margin and engine life. In general, for large gas turbine

engines, tip clearance reductions on the order of 0.010-

in can produce decreases in SFC of 1% and EGT of 10

°C. Improved tip clearances of this magnitude can

produce fuel and maintenance savings over hundreds of

millions of dollars per year. Reduced fuel burn will also

reduce aircraft emissions, which currently account for

13% of the total U.S. transportation sector emissions of

CO2. Presently, these savings are unrealized due to the

slow response of current ACC systems and the lack of

direct tip clearance measurement. Improved ACC

systems will seek to further reduce cruise clearances

(nominally 0.015-0.020-in) while eliminating blade

rubs to make significant impact on SFC and takeoff

EGT margin.
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ACC
CDP
EGT
FAA
ft/s
HCF
HPC
HPT
in
krpm
lbf
lbf/in
LCC
LPT

°C

oF

P3

PCC

psi

rpm
SFC

T3

TOW

NOMENCLATURE

Active clearance control

Compressor discharge pressure

Exhaust gas temperature
Federal Aviation Administration

Feet per second

High cycle fatigue

High pressure compressor

High pressure turbine

Inches

(Revolution per minute)x 1000

Pound force

Pound force per inch

Life cycle cost

Low pressure turbine

Degrees Celsius

Degrees Fahrenheit

Air pressure exiting high pressure compressor

Passive clearance control

Pound-force per square inch

Revolution per minute

Specific fuel consumption

Air temperature exiting high-pressure

compressor

Time -on-wing
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